
GREAT
MEETINGS
MEMORABLE
EVENTS
UNIQUE SPACES AND INSPIRING 
MEETING ROOMS FOR ANY OCCASION



Inspired ideas happen in inspiring spaces — not in boring meeting rooms. 

With The Student Hotel we’ve created a network of unique locations, all 

marked by our signature visual style, quirky details and a vibe that inspires 

limitless creativity.  The best part? They’re perfectly suited for your events.

MEETING ROOMS
Sometimes you just need to sit down with a couple 

of people and get to work. Our meeting rooms  

are focused spaces in that are perfectly equipped 

for this — with useful features like a whiteboard, 

a connected screen, brainstorming kits and 

catering options, you might never want to leave.

SPECIAL ROOMS
For truly unforgettable events there’s no better 

place than our special spaces. Ranging from

 a stunning rooftop and a show-stopping theater

 to a luxurious loft, this extraordinary set of 

locations create an experience unlike any other.

EVENT SPACES
It doesn’t matter if you’re looking to host a casual 

get-together or a huge party, our flexible spaces 

are always the right fit. We’ve got a large variety 

to your wishes, blending functional details with our 

unique style.

BAR & RESTAURANT
Not only can our in-house restaurant supply 

incredible catering, it’s also a great space to host 

an event. Whether you’re thinking of hosting  

we’re always ready to adapt to your every wish.



MEETING 
ROOMS

SMART SPACES 
FOR CURIOUS MINDS



It’s time to get things done. Our meeting rooms 

come in a variety of shapes and sizes, 

all of which have their own personality 

and design language. They’re the perfect place 

for small to medium-sized groups to sit down 

and take some time to talk, think and create.

All meeting spaces come with everything 

you need to host a successful meeting, 

including high-speed wifi, an easy-to-connect 

video screen, flip boards and brainstorming kits 

to get those creative juices flowing.



THIS SPACE IS 
PERFECT FOR
Training days

Brainstorming sessions

Private presentations

Coaching sessions



EVENT
SPACES

LARGE SPACES FOR 
THAT EXTRA WOW FACTOR



We’ve put a lot of thought into our flexible, 

boundary-blurring spaces. Characterized by 

their modern and playful looks, they don’t just 

invite out of the box thinking — they celebrate it. 

A long list of features, including a full A/V setup 

and incredible on-site catering, combined with 

an endless amount of possible setups make our 

spaces effortlessly adapt to your event.

With many different kinds of locations across 

our various hotels, there’s always something 

that perfectly fits what you’re looking for. 

You bring the ideas — we’ll have the right space 

for them.

  



THESE 
SPACES ARE 
PERFECT 
FOR
Keynote presentations

Conferences

Cocktail parties

Film screenings



SPECIAL
ROOMS

TRULY UNFORGETTABLE 
EXPERIENCES



Some of your most out-there ideas might need 

some of our most unique spaces — and there’s 

a lot to choose from. From our stunning rooftop 

pool to a hidden luxury loft, you’re only limited 

by your imagination.



THESE 
SPACES ARE 
PERFECT 
FOR
Extraordinary meetings

Brainstorm sessions

Trainings

Book readings

...and much more — just get in touch!



BAR &
RESTAURANT

DINNER AND DRINKS 
WITH A SIDE OF INSPIRATION



Our incredible in-house restaurant and bar 

can supply appetizing catering, offering a large 

variety of options for every kind of event. Our 

kitchen is ready to whip up delicious lunch 

boxes, a buffet-style dinner for large groups 

or anything in between. 

On top of that, it’s also a great place 

to host a casual gathering, a fancy dinner 

or an outrageous party. We’ll leave the crazy 

ideas up to you.



THESE 
SPACES ARE 
PERFECT 
FOR
In-house catering

Cocktail parties

Casual buffets

Sit-down dinners



ADD-ONS
A LITTLE EXTRA SOMETHING



We’re sure you already know what your event should look like,     

but we’ve got some great ideas to make it even better. 

Shake things up with one of our add-ons and make your event one to remember.

KICKBOX BOOTCAMP
Probably the only time you’ll be able to kick 

your manager and not get fired, this team-building 

activity is a lot of fun for everyone.

YOGA BOOTCAMP
You might not have known you could tie your body in 

a knot, and that’s totally fine — our yoga classes are 

great for beginners, experts and anyone in between.

MEDITATION
Let go of the stress of the working day with

a guided meditation and leave feeling refreshed 

and energized.

COCKTAIL WORKSHOP
Mix it up with our master cocktail shakers and 

learn how to create a perfect Margarita, a delicious 

White Russian or one of our signature drinks. Don’t 

forget to drink them, too.

RUNNING BOOTCAMP
Sweat it out while exploring the city during a run 

with our upbeat instructor. 5K, 10K or even more 

— we adjust according to your skill level.

POWER BOOTCAMP
Yes — you’ll be tired after this training session, 

but it will have been worth it because you’ll 

feel stronger than you’ve ever felt before.

MASSAGE
Did things get tense during your meeting? There’s 

no better way to relax than having our massage 

therapist take care of you. You’ve deserved it.

BEER TASTING
If you like beer, you’ll love this. We’ve put together 

a selection of the finest beers from local and 

international breweries for a tasting that’s sure  

to please everyone.

And many more!



ENVIRONMENT
TAKING OUR RESPONSIBILITY



WORKING TOWARDS 
A WASTE-FREE F&B
At The Student Hotel, we’re constantly studying  

the way we’re currently doing things, while 

stimulating sustainable and conscious behavior.  

In order to minimize our ecological footprint, we’re 

always working to implement smarter processes 

and technological innovations. We’ve recently 

started working with waste management company 

Milgro to maximize our efforts to reach our goal — 

zero waste in our F&B operations.

SUPPORTING A DIVERSE 
COMMUNITY
We want to offer our guests a sustainable, 

inspiring and safe environment that enables them 

to focus on the important things in life. That’s why 

we’re working to make The Commons accessible 

to anyone and growing our team to be a diverse 

community. 

REDUCING ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION
Reducing our energy consumption is one of our 

main goals, so all our new locations are built  

with sustainable value and efficiency top of mind 

by using BREAAM, the world’s leading assessment 

method for sustainability. Our restaurants are 

closely followed for real estate sustainability  

by using the GRESB standards.

SUSTAINABILITY 
IS IN OUR DNA
It’s incredibly important to us to know where our 

food comes from, what ingredients are in it  

and how it’s been produced — and whenever we can, 

we buy seasonal, local food. These conscious 

business practices extend to the furniture we buy, 

the cleaning products we use and much more.  

Our goal is to commit 10 percent of our resources 

to help the world — and we’re on the right track  

to get there. 

SERVING MADE 
BLUE WATER
Tap water isn’t just tasty and healthy, it’s also 

sustainable. The unfortunate reality is that there 

are too many countries where people have to walk 

for hours to get access to water, which often will 

be polluted We think that should change, so that’s 

why we serve MADE BLUE water. This perfectly 

cooled water is filtered and bottled in-house  

and we donate 700 liters of fresh drinking water 

per bottle served. 



THESTUDENTHOTEL.COM
meetings@thestudenthotel.com




